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Welcome to our ﬁnal edition
of the 2019 newsletter,
which encompasses the
enlivening events from
October and November.
With the academic year
drawing to a close, we make
it a point to capture every
single moment to be saved
in our memory bucket. The
happenings deepen our
perception of ‘education
beyond the classrooms.’
Despite the outcome, we
make it a point to
acknowledge their eﬀorts,
as we believe that surpasses
everything else. With the
same mindset, we hope that
the students will continue to
grow in their willingness to
accept challenges. Last but
not least, we hope you enjoy
reading this newsletter as
much as we enjoyed
collecting these moments
for you.

“

 

We meet again in this
November/December issue of SJIS’
Monthly Bulletin. Year-end becomes
quite a sentimental period, as we
focus on our students’ transitions
from one level to the other. Besides
that, we also part ways with our
senior students, while wishing them
the best in their endeavours. At the
same time, we have so much to be
grateful for at SJIS. We have a
remarkable team of teachers and
staﬀ, not forgetting our support
system. I am certainly thankful every
day for the opportunity to work with
them, knowing that your children are
in good hands. We have supportive
parents and a strong community.

Apart from that, we have incredible
students who challenge themselves
daily to learn and be engaged, while at
the same time challenging us to
become better people. They are why
we are here every day, to be honest! As
our academic year draws to an end, we
have much to celebrate with pleasant
memories. The students have enjoyed
another fabulous year, while excelling
in numerous ﬁelds; it is impossible to
list them all. Just to name a few, these
achievements have been in their
academic studies, sport and music; we
are certainly proud of them.
Let us always seek ourselves to do
better; to challenge ourselves and our
students to set the highest standards
and achieve their ambitious goals. I
sincerely hope all of you will have an
amazing year end break; I look forward
to welcoming you all back, refreshed,
for what will be an exciting, new
academic year 2020.
On that note, enjoy the spread of our
ﬁnal bulletin for the year 2019.

“



The beautiful thing about learning is that no one
can take it away from you. – BB King

From the beginning of time, dance has been a universally accepted medium
of binding people together in delight and sharing, apart from being an enjoyable exercise.
St John’s International School’s Modern and Traditional Dance Club held a
dance presentation on 31st October 2019, encircling an aptly selected theme –
Halloween. Our young students rhythmically swayed and danced to foot
tapping tunes, showcasing their budding creativity and skills.
The enthusiasm, conﬁdence and energy of the young talents in SJIS proved to
be infectious, as even the reserved students danced along in the excitement.
We would like to thank our instructor, Mr Mark Poh Chim Eam for exposing our
students to the beauty of the performing arts.
Do check out the video on our social media sites.

“



 
  

 
– Martha Graham
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Nature is beautiful; nature is a blessing. It is fragile,
helpful, important and comforting. CSR collaborated with
Vanke Malaysia and Tropical Rainforest Conservation and
Research Centre (TRCRC) in conducting an enthralling
and informative session. Nature Club and Interact Club
students joined this session, along with the teachers and
staﬀ. TRCRC staﬀ conveyed an interesting presentation
and engaged all SJIS students and staﬀ in a conjoint
discussion and fascinating line of activities. The session
took approximately 1.5 hours and it covered topics such
as climate change, forest conservation and students’ role
in creating positive ways to have a safe and healthy planet
to conserve the ecosystem.
The session became livelier and more productive when
group activities were conducted and the theme given was
‘Nature’ or ‘Forest’. Students were challenged to test their
knowledge and understanding of Malaysia's rainforests,
among others. There was also a Trivia game conducted to
test the students’ knowledge of the environment as well
as the importance of preserving Mother Nature. Some
students also shared their probable solutions to
environmental problems.
The session came to an end with a prize giving ceremony
to all the winners. As a token of appreciation, SJIS was
given a symbolic seedling to be planted on the school
grounds in celebration of the students’ environmental
stewardship, St. John's commitment, and Vanke's
leadership in sustainability.

– Malala Yousafzai

“
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St. John's International School welcomed parents
and students for its 7S Orientation Day which was
held on 5th of October 2019 at SJIS Campus 2.
The half day orientation programme was aimed
to support the new students' transition to SJIS
and to provide important information and
guidance in a friendly and nurturing ambiance.
The programme started oﬀ with a welcome speech by the
respected COO and Principal of SJIS, Mr Suresh Dass. The
other focus areas of the programme included an
Introduction to Mandarin Language by Language Tree, an
Introduction to French Language by Alliance Française, as
well as an overview of general rules and 7S books
distribution. The programme also helped the students to be
familiar with the layout of the school, the programme ﬂow,
facilities and key personnel.
The 7S Orientation Day was a great exposure for the
newbies as to be a part of the SJIS family and help them
settle into productive routines and work habits for their ﬁrst
year of secondary school. Best wishes from the SJIS family
to the newly enrolled 7S batch!

– Tommy Lasorda

The Year 7 to Year 11 students from St. John's
International School (SJIS) actively took part in The
East Asia Maths Ninja Challenge (Mangahigh)
competition, which was held from 23rd
September 2019 to 4th October 2019. The
participants earned points and contributed to the
school’s accumulated points by completing
speciﬁcally assigned activities.
In Mangahigh, earning a Bronze medal is worth 1
point, a Silver medal is worth 2 points and a Gold
medal is worth 3 points towards the school’s total
score. Students can only earn one medal per
activity; if a student has completed an activity and
earned a Bronze medal, and replays that same
activity to Bronze medal standard, they will not
earn extra points. However, if they replay the
activity and upgrade their medal from Bronze to
Gold, they will earn and contribute 2 points
towards their school’s total. Once a student has
earned a Gold medal for an activity, there are no
more points to be earned by replaying it, hence
they have to move on to something new.
With multiple announcements of an attractive
range of prizes for participating schools and
students, our eager students and teachers
pushed their limits to shine at their brightest. Each
participant with 200 or more medal points is
eligible for a Mangahigh gold medal, while those
with 150-199 medal points will receive a certiﬁcate
each. In addition to that, at the end of the
competition, the top 3 schools on the leader
board will receive a trophy.
SJIS bagged the 2nd place with a whopping 28,
567 points! 43 SJIS students achieved more than
200 points respectively; as a result, they each
received a medal and a certiﬁcate. Meanwhile, 12
students who earned more than 150 points each,
received a certiﬁcate.
Our heartiest congratulations are in order for these
students, for maintaining their spirit and
determination throughout this competition.

“
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Well done, SJIS Rock Stars! You have placed us at the top once again; we hope that each of you
continue to shine like the star that you are. Kudos to SJIS’ Math Department for the limitless eﬀort
and constant encouragement.

– Louis J. Camuti

Volunteering in an animal shelter is a good experience
where one is educated on how to take care of animals.
Though we believe it is the responsibility of the NGOs
or pet shelters to ensure that animal rights are
respected and observed by all, it is also our
responsibility to take care of animals that we’re in
contact with.
On 19th October 2019, St. John’s International School’s
Alumni and Interact Club representatives joined hands
with Malaysia Independent Animal Rescue (MIAR) to
help its shelter. This move signiﬁed that strays like dogs
and cats are social animals; therefore, they need to be
treated with care at all times.

“
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There were 29 representatives in total, and it was held in
the animal shelter located in Puchong, from 9.00am till
1.00pm. The volunteers helped out by feeding the
animals, aside from spending some quality time with them
in realisation that the animals need love and care at all
times.
The activity was indeed a success as it helped strengthen
the relationship between SJIS Alumni and the Interactors.
It taught them the importance of respecting animal rights
and their well beings; also, those once abandoned strays
can actually become the best companion to human
beings.

“

“

 
  

St. John's International School's cheerleading team,
Royals participated in Cheer Factor 2019 on 2nd Nov
2019 at the Main Hall, KDU University College,
Glenmarie, Shah Alam.
Royal's dedication in promoting spirit, enthusiasm, and a
positive, winning attitude enabled them to win a Bronze
for Level 3, Open Category.
Royals navigated the tough parts of the performance,
starting with a traditional cheer, then with a sequence of
lifting teammates above their heads, and ﬁnally a
gymnastics-like tumbling section. All the competing
teams were judged on their crowd leading abilities,
stunting and tumbling skills, as well as overall
performance.

“

    

“

We are honoured to congratulate Royals from SJIS for
the outstanding achievement. Thanks to the coach and
teacher advisors for their support and guidance. Royals,
keep soaring high!

The 14th Private and International School Fair (PISF),
Kuala Lumpur, was held on 2nd and 3rd November 2019
from 11am-7pm in Mid Valley Exhibition Centre. St. John’s
International School (SJIS) had a booth of its own, to
have a share at promoting the ﬁnest holistic education it
can oﬀer.

day, there was an impressive turnout of 111 interested
parties. These enquiries comprised of kindergarten, primary
and secondary education, as well as A Level studies. SJIS
Management would like to take this opportunity to thank
the Marketing and Academic Team for their outstanding
perseverance and positive mindset throughout the PISF.

These two days saw a good number of visitors from all
walks of life, making enquiries at our booth; SJIS even
bagged 10 registrations on-the-spot! On the ﬁrst day,
there was a total of 98 enquiries, while on the second

Our humble gratitude also goes out to the parents and
everyone who visited our booth these two days. We thank
you for making the smart choice in ensuring a brighter
future for your children, and we hope to serve you better.

“

  

On 18th October 2019, the Social Science Department of SJIS organised a potluck lunch to usher in The Festival of
Lights, also known as Deepavali or Diwali. The small, yet meaningful celebration started oﬀ with a colourful and
eye-catching ‘Kolam’ drawing by Mr Ganesan and Ms Puspa, alongside their colleagues. There was also a delicious
spread of mouth-watering delicacies, to help everyone get into the spirit. Our Vice Principal, Dr Inderjeet Singh Sidhu,
brought cheer and extra happiness by joining the celebration. May all of you shine like sparkles, glow like candles and
burn all the negativity like crackles.

  
We are pleased to announce that, from 10th October 2019 till 10th October 2020,
Atmosphere 360 has oﬀered all SJIS Alumni and employees:

Buﬀet Lunch
Operation hours 1st session 11.30am - 1.00pm or 2nd
session 1.30pm - 3.00pm
RM107.55nett per adults & RM73.10nett per child (5
years – 12 years old)
Afternoon Tea
Weekday (Monday to Friday): 3.30pm until 5.30pm.
RM64.30nett per adults & RM54.60nett per child (5
years – 12 years old)

RM194.90nett per adults & RM141.30nett per child (5
years – 12 years old)
Price for window seat remains the same, additional
charges will be applied as below:

Type

Lunch

Afternoon
Tea

Hi-tea

Dinner

Window
Seat

RM25

RM25

RM25

RM50

Hi Tea Buﬀet
Weekend (Saturday, Sunday) & Public Holiday:
3.30pm until 5.30pm.
RM76.00nett per adults & RM56.50nett per child (5
years – 12 years old)

Menara Kuala Lumpur, 2, Jalan Puncak, 50250
Kuala Lumpur

Buﬀet Dinner
1st session 6.30pm until 8.30pm or 2nd session
9.00pm until 11.00pm.

In order to receive this discount, you must present
your SJIS Privilege Card at the time of the purchase.
For reservation please contact : 03-2020 2121

  


It has been a pleasantly
exciting and eventful
2019, with many
memorable events taking
place under the wings of
SJIS. With everything
carried out, we look
forward to our students’
growth and intellect so
that they will raise
standards for themselves.
Let us keep progressing
for an extravagant year
2020, in which we are
excitedly looking forward
to experience the
expansion of our very own
SJIS community. Keep
reaching for the stars,
SJIS; shine and sparkle
your way through
successes.
Till then, we humbly sign
oﬀ. See you all next year!

accepting
compassion
lifestyle
personal
senses

attitude
feelings
love
present
value

awareness
focused
mindfulness
reﬂection
wellbeing

barriers
kind
nonjudmental
selfcare

